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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND REGENERATION COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

12th Meeting, 2012 (Session 4) 
 

Wednesday 16 May 2012 
 
The Committee will meet at 9.30 am in Committee Room 6. 
 
1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether 

to take item 3 in private. 
 
2. Local Government Finance (Unoccupied Properties etc.) (Scotland) Bill: 

The Committee will take evidence on the Bill at Stage 1 from— 
 

Jim Hayton, Policy Officer, Assocation of Local Authority Chief Housing 
Officers; 
 
Kristen Hubert, Coordinator of the Empty Homes Network, Shelter 
Scotland; 
 

and then from— 
 

Anita Jamieson, Executive Manager - Housing, Shetland Islands Council; 
 
Joann Johnson, Chair, Shetland Tenants' Forum; 
 

and then from— 
 

David Melhuish, Director, Scottish Property Federation; 
 
Sarah Jane Laing, Head of Policy, Scottish Land and Estates. 
 

3. Accounts Commission for Scotland reports: The Committee will consider its 
approach to a report from the Accounts Commission for Scotland.  

 
4. Local Government Finance (Unoccupied Properties etc.) (Scotland) Bill (in 

private): The Committee will consider the evidence received. 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND REGENERATION COMMITTEE 
 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE (UNOCCUPIED PROPERTIES ETC.) 
(SCOTLAND) BILL 

 
SUBMISSION FROM ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL AUTHORITY  

CHIEF HOUSING OFFICERS (ALACHO)  
 

Introduction  

1. As the representative body of Scotland’s Chief Housing Officers, ALACHO 
welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Local Government and Regeneration 
Committee’s call for written evidence on the general principles of the Local 
Government Finance (Unoccupied Properties Etc.) (Scotland) Bill. ALACHO also 
intends to take the opportunity of providing oral evidence to the meeting of the 
Committee on 16th May 2012. Given ALACHO’s remit, we have limited our 
comments to the sections of the Bill dealing with long term empty (LTE) homes and 
the abolition of housing support grant. 

2. It should also be noted that in general local authority chief housing officers are not 
directly responsible for the collection of council tax, nor the design and maintenance 
of the IT and revenue collection systems which support this function. It is very likely 
that the proposals set out in the Bill and supporting regulations will have implications 
for these functions, which generally come within the remit of local authority Directors 
of Finance and IT. We would expect such implications to be covered in the written 
evidence submitted by COSLA and the relevant representative bodies for this group, 
and indeed by individual local authorities themselves. 

Policy Objectives: Overview of the Bill 

3. In principle, ALACHO supports the policy objective of the Bill to encourage owners 
of LTE homes to bring these back into use by giving local authorities the power to 
increase council tax charges in certain circumstances. We note the intention of the 
Scottish Government to bring forward regulations to facilitate this objective, and have 
agreed to work with Scottish Government officials to this end. ALACHO particularly 
welcomes the permissive nature of the legislative proposals, which should allow local 
authorities the flexibility to decide the extent to which LTE homes are a problem in 
their area (or particular parts of their locale) and decide on the balance between the 
additional income likely to be raised by levying increased council tax charges for LTE 
homes and the costs of setting up and implementing systems to  monitor and 
enforce compliance and collect revenues due. 

4. We also wholly concur with the view that bringing empty homes back into use 
could play an important part in providing homes for people who need them. The 
Scottish Empty Homes Partnership, in which Scottish local authorities play a 
prominent role, estimate that currently there are just over 23,000 LTE private sector 
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empty homes in Scotland. Given recent cuts to Scotland’s affordable housing 
budget, the likelihood of continued public expenditure  constraints for the foreseeable 
future, and the Scottish Government’s own estimate that over 156,000 households 
are currently on council housing waiting lists, for social and economic reasons it is 
clearly of vital importance that as many empty homes as possible are brought back 
into productive use. 

Policy Proposals  

5. ALACHO welcomes in broad terms the  proposal to give local authorities the 
discretionary  power to charge a maximum council tax increase of 100% of the 
standard council tax rate for certain LTE homes (i.e. twice the standard rate), after 
they have been empty for at least one year (i.e. long term empty for at least six 
months). We are content that the current situation, whereby owners receive council 
tax exemption for unfurnished empty homes for the first six months they are empty, 
followed by a 10-50% discount for the next six months at least, is to remain.   

6. We note the government’s intention that owners in certain specified situations 
shall be entitled to claim continued exemption following the lapse of the six month 
long term empty period, and that it shall be for local authorities to satisfy themselves 
that an owner is entitled to such exemption on the grounds claimed. We also note 
the discretion it is proposed be afforded to local authorities to consider other valid 
reasons for exemption, such as acceptable evidence that the owner of an LTE 
property is pro-actively trying to sell or let their empty property.  In such 
circumstances a local authority may also be in a position to offer advice and 
information to the owner on different options available for bringing their property back 
into use.   

7. ALACHO welcomes the power to levy a maximum £200 penalty on owners who 
fail to provide the required information on the status of their property or who provided 
false information. For those authorities who utilise the power, this amount should act 
as a disincentive to owners minded to avoid the regulations, and provide 
recompense to authorities for the cost of collection. 

8. As a body representing housing professionals concerned with alleviating housing 
need, ALACHO welcomed the proposal in the consultation document that any 
additional income raised from increased Council tax charges for LTE homes should 
be ring fenced for housing purposes. We are disappointed to see this proposal 
removed from the Bill, but given the on-going pressure on affordable housing 
budgets, remain hopeful that this issue might be re-visited at some stage. We would 
hope that many authorities will indeed set aside any additional resources for housing 
related purposes, and are in any event pleased to see that the current arrangements, 
whereby revenue raised from existing reduced discounts on long term empty and 
second homes are used to fund affordable housing and empty homes projects, are 
to be retained. 
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Policy Options 

9. Of the three policy options considered by the Scottish Government to tackle the 
problem of LTE homes i.e. (i) no change (ii) allow local authorities not to offer any 
discount to LTE property owners and (iii) allow local authorities to remove the 
discount and charge an increased council tax for LTE homes, ALACHO, in common 
with the Scottish Government, favours the third option. We agree with the Scottish 
Government that this option maximises local authority flexibility to design policies 
and systems appropriate to their area, taking cognisance of the scale of the LTE 
problem. 

Summary  

10. Evidence shows that the incidence of empty homes is growing in Scotland and 
that further powers to tackle the problem are timely. ALACHO recognises the 
arguments against the proposal, in particular that the cost of implementing the 
proposals may outweigh the intended  benefits, such as the number of homes 
brought back into use, or the additional income realised as a result of levying the 
increased council tax charge. We believe that the discretionary nature of the 
proposed legislation, in particular Option 3 as outlined in the Policy Memorandum to 
the Bill, will permit local authorities to make up their own minds on this, following due 
diligence into the magnitude of the problem of LTE homes, and an estimation of the 
likely monetary and non-monetary benefits to be gained from adopting a policy of 
increased council tax for LTE homes. 

11. ALACHO would wish to emphasise strongly our view that a discretionary power 
to allow local authorities to increase council tax for LTE homes is not a panacea for 
dealing with this growing problem. Authorities need to develop co-ordinated 
strategies to deal with the challenges of LTE homes, as indeed many are doing. 
Such strategies should bring together the full range of powers available to local 
authorities and their partners in this area, including the provision of effective advice 
and information for owners unsure about how to bring property back into effective 
use, signposting towards other sources of advice, information and possibly even 
finance where available. Only in this context can the role of an additional council tax 
power be used most effectively. ALACHO firmly supports the efforts of the Scottish 
Empty Homes Partnership to raise awareness of the challenges presented by LTE 
homes and in developing appropriate responses to this problem.    

12. We also understand the libertarian argument that property owners should have 
the right to leave their property empty if they choose. However, aside from the social 
opportunity cost of leaving LTE homes unoccupied when families are homeless, 
empty homes can also impose a financial burden on society at large if public funds 
are required to remedy problems of disrepair or environmental blight.     
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The Proposed Abolition of Housing Support Grant by April 2013 

13. In common with most local authorities, ALACHO has no fundamental objection to 
the abolition of housing support grant (HSG), for similar reasons to those outlined in 
the Policy Memorandum to the Bill. We would however expect to see appropriate 
transitional arrangements put in place for Shetlands Islands Council, the single 
authority still in receipt of HSG, to avoid undue hardship resulting to the tenants of 
this local authority from its removal. 

 

Jim Hayton  

ALACHO Policy Manger 

Jim.hayton@alacho.org   

May 2012 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND REGENERATION COMMITTEE 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE (UNOCCUPIED PROPERTIES ETC.) 

(SCOTLAND) BILL 

 

SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH EMPTY HOMES PARTNERSHIP/SHELTER 
SCOTLAND 

The Scottish Empty Homes Partnership (SEHP) is a Scottish Government-funded 

partnership hosted by Shelter Scotland, with the aim of supporting local authorities to 

take action on Scotland’s 23,000 long term private sector empty properties.  Its 

members include Shelter Scotland, COSLA, Historic Scotland, Scottish Land and 

Estates, Rural Housing Scotland, and the Scottish Housing Best Value Network.  We 

have canvassed our Advisory Group for views, however this group represents a 

number of membership organisations and as such this response cannot be taken as 

the equivalent of a response from any of our individual members who may be 

submitting more detailed responses themselves. 

The SEHP is supportive of the aims of the Unoccupied Properties Bill, specifically 

the provisions to enable councils to reduce the council tax discount on long-term 

empty homes and to charge a further levy on long term empty homes should they 

chose to.  We have welcomed the opportunity to work with the Scottish Government 

in developing the proposals to date.  

To reflect the remit of the SEHP we are commenting only on the empty homes 

elements of the Bill.  That is, we will leave it to others to provide evidence on those 

provisions relating to non-domestic property and the abolition of Housing Support 

Grant. 

Summary 

 We support this bill because it will allow councils to put in place a financial 

incentive to bring empty homes back into use, it provides a revenue stream to 

councils, and it reflects the true costs of empty homes in a community. 

 The bill itself is largely about setting a legislative vehicle for subsequent 

regulations which will articulate the main policy goals.  The regulations are not 

yet available so much of our commentary is based on what the Bill’s policy 

memorandum sets out as the intention of regulations. 

 It is important that the levy is seen as part of a package of measures councils 

can use to bring empty homes back into use that includes positive help and 
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assistance to owners.  At least some of the money raised through any levy 

charged should ideally be used to fund wider empty homes work. 

 Allowing councils to remove the discount and charge a levy on long term 

empty homes and not second homes may result in the unwanted 

consequence of owners misrepresenting the true status of their properties. 

 It is important that the period before the discount can be removed and a levy 

charged is set at 1 year as this allows a long enough period of incentive (in 

terms of council tax discounts and exemption periods) for owners to declare 

their properties as empty to their council. 

 Rather than create subjective exemptions to the levy we believe it would be 

better to offer additional assistance to owners in exceptional circumstances.  

Making the powers effective 

 In order to be effective we believe any council tax levy charged by a council 

needs to be accompanied by a wider suite of measures to address private 

sector empty homes, such as: 

o Provision of advice and information to empty home owners on selling, 

renting and renovating their homes; 

o Negotiation and problem solving with empty home owners 

o Provision of incentives like empty homes loans and grants to 

encourage owners to bring properties back into use for affordable 

housing 

o Use of enforcement powers in extreme cases to bring the worst case 

empty homes back into use. 

 Without this wider approach to empty homes work any levy charged could be 

seen as disproportionate and unfair, especially in current economic 

circumstances.   

 We would like to see reference to the merits of the above approach in Scottish 

Government guidance accompanying this bill. 

 We will encourage councils to recycle some of the money from any levy 

charged back into this wider package of empty homes measures. 

 Although there are various scenarios, the minimum period for which a 

property has been empty before a levy (i.e. council tax in excess of 100%) 

can be applied is one year.  We agree with this approach for two reasons: 

o It gives owners an incentive, during this first year, to declare a property 

empty – in order to secure council tax discount. 
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o It gives adequate time for owners to make arrangements to bring 

property back into use, with the help of the council, and with various 

circumstances in which a period of longer than one year can attract 

council tax discount. 

 

Specific points relating to the Policy Memorandum 

 Paragraph 23 of the Policy Memorandum states an intention to amend in 

regulation the existing definitions of Long Term Empty and Second Homes.  It 

is important to note that this will be the first time that councils will have 

different taxation powers for these two categories of property (i.e. councils will 

be able to increase council tax on Long Term Empty Homes but not Second 

Homes).  There is a risk that this could provide an incentive for owners to 

classify long term empty homes as second homes to avoid paying increased 

council tax.   MSPs may wish to ask the Minister how this issue can be 

addressed. 

 Paragraph 28 of the Policy Memorandum highlights types of unoccupied 

properties currently exempt from council tax that will continue to be exempt 

following the passage of this bill.  Two are worth mentioning briefly:   

o The first is unoccupied new build properties which are exempt for six 

months after they are entered on the valuation list by the Assessors.  

We have no issue with this exemption in general but an issue has been 

raised with us about potentially inconsistent approaches from 

assessors towards these types of properties and when they are 

entered on the valuation list.  Arguably, in certain areas large pockets 

of unoccupied new build properties are a problem which needs 

attention. 

o The second is worth highlighting simply because it speaks to the 

concerns some may have about this bill.  That is the exemption for 

unoccupied properties that were last lived in by a person who has died 

where either no grant of confirmation to that person’s estate has been 

made or for up to six months after a grant of confirmation was made.  

MSPs should take comfort that this exemption will continue and 

therefore this bill will not enable the introduction of a tax on grieving 

families.   

 Paragraph 31 of the Policy Memorandum notes that reduced discounts to 

date on long term empty homes have not been a sufficient incentive for 

owners to bring their properties back into us, and that in fact the number of 
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long term empty homes have increased.  It is important to note that even with 

the reduced discounts in many councils from 50% to 10%, it is still cheaper – 

in terms of council tax - to keep a home empty than to occupy it, so it should 

not be surprising that reducing the discount alone had limited effect.  We 

believe that removing the discount and charging a council tax levy along with 

an integrated approach to empty homes that includes advice, information and 

incentives, will prove a far more effective mix in encouraging owners to bring 

their properties back into use. 

 We agree with the statements in Paragraph 36 of the memorandum which 

make it clear that it is not intended for an empty home to be subject to any tax 

increases until it had been empty for at least a year.  This allows time for any 

available help and advice to be taken up by owners as well as providing a 

long enough period at discounted council tax rates to incentivise owners to 

alert the council when their property becomes vacant.  This is key because if 

this period were shorter home owners may decide not to inform the council to 

avoid being charged more. 

 We agree with the statement in Paragraph 40 of the Policy Memorandum that 

we need to avoid making the exemptions system overly complex both for 

administrative purposes and to avoid exploitation by owners.  We would 

however ask for clarity on the statement in the same paragraph “Therefore, in 

some cases, the Scottish Government intends that it should be up to the local 

authority to decide whether or not they wish to offer an exemption, depending 

on whether or not they feel owners have strong grounds for being unable to 

bring their homes back into use.”  MSPs may wish to query whether this 

statement refers to a specified list of cases or is a more general exemption for 

local authorities to exercise.   

 Paragraphs 41 and 42 of the memorandum refer to specific types of 

exemption.  MSPs may wish to consider the merits of limiting exemptions to 

those that can be judged by objective facts, i.e. the owner has died (this will 

be recorded); the property is due for demolition (this will be recorded), etc.  

Where subjective judgements are necessary this makes any increase harder 

to administer and to defend locally.  Subjective exemptions could therefore 

result in greater enforcement costs for local authorities.  To the extent that 

some circumstances may cause hardship or merit special treatment, we 

believe that it is far more effective to offer targeted assistance than to create 

new types of exemption which simply make the system more complex and 

cumbersome.  Being in a position to offer support, including financial support, 
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to owners who require it in order to make use of their property is much better 

than trying to create a series of exemptions.  In general, we think the creation 

of classes of exemptions from the levy should be avoided and discretion over 

the levy exercised sparingly. 

 In Paragraph 46 of the Policy Memorandum it is made clear that there is no 

intention to ring fence the additional money raised by councils above a 100% 

council tax.  The Scottish Empty Homes Partnership believes that councils, at 

their own discretion, will find it easier to both implement and justify an 

increase in council tax if at the same time as applying such changes they also 

make a commitment to use some of the money raised for wider empty homes 

work, including the provision of advice, information and incentives to owners. 

 Lastly, in the interests of transparency, MSPs may consider asking the 

Minister to set out in a diagram when a levy would be applicable for properties 

in different situations. 

 

 

 

Please contact Debbie King, Public Affairs officer if you require any further 

information on 0344 515 2447 or email debbie_king@shelter.org.uk.   

26 April 2012 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND REGENERATION COMMITTEE 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE (UNOCCUPIED PROPERTIES ETC.) 

(SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM SHETLAND ISLANDS COUNCIL 

Submission relates to the consultation in Part 4 of the Bill – Abolition of Housing 

Support Grants 

Housing Support Grant  

Shetland Islands Council has been in receipt of Housing Support Grant due to the 

historic situation brought about in the 1970’s when oil was discovered around the 

islands leading to the building and commissioning of the Sullom Voe oil terminal. At that 

time Shetland’s population grew by 40%. Over the two decades of the 1970’s and 

1980’s the Shetland Islands Council borrowed approx. £50M on its Housing Revenue 

Account (HRA).  Between 1978 and 2009 the oil terminal has shipped in excess of 1 

billion tonnes of crude oil which has contributed massively to the UK and Scottish 

economies.  The debt is oil-related and successive Governments since the 1990’s have 

promised to provide debt commutation, even when the debt was at its peak of £60M in 

the mid-1990’s, but to date no commitment has been honoured. 

The Shetland Islands Council’s HRA is financially unsustainable without some reduction 

in the debt it is carrying.  The level of historic debt and the Housing Support Grant are 

inextricably linked. 

Today the debt stands at approx. £41M (provisional unaudited outturn for 2011/12).  

This equates to per unit debt of approx. £22-23k, the highest per unit debt in Scotland. 

This is confirmed by the Scottish Government report on Local Authority Housing Income 

and Expenditure 1997/98 – 2011/12, published in September 2011 [1], Section 11, which 

reports that ‘Shetland continues to have the highest amount of debt - £28,234 per house 

at 31 March 2012.’ 

The report goes on to state that ‘Part of the increase in debt per property relates to 

increased borrowing by councils to meet capital costs of new build housing and 

improvements to existing houses and reductions in receipts from the sale of council 

houses.’ 

[1. www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2011/09/27083556/11] 

 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2011/09/27083556/11
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The important difference is that other local authorities have been encouraged and have 

been able to borrow to meet their current investment needs as they have not been in 

the same position of having the level of historic debt which is constraining Shetland 

Islands Council’s ability to invest and leaving the council with an HRA which is 

effectively bankrupt. 

Currently Shetland Islands Council’s debt servicing and repayments account for 49% of 

the expenditure on the account: 
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Whilst the table on page 2 shows that income from rents accounts for 81% of the HRA 

income and Housing Support Grant 14%, this has shifted in balance substantially over  

recent years. 

 2005/06 2010/11 2011/12 
% income from rents 56 76 81 
% income from HSG 30 17 14 

 

The amount of Housing Support Grant has substantially reduced over time mainly as 

the overall amount of outstanding debt has reduced. 

2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 

£1.99M £1.8M £1.6M £1.4M £1.2M £0.99M £0.76M 

 

The Council’s response to the earlier consultation stage of the Bill was that it would only 

accept the abolition of Housing Support Grant if suitable transitional arrangements could 

be provided.  To date no details have been provided of what transitional arrangements 

are to be offered. 

The housing debt and the Housing Support Grant are inextricably linked and one cannot 

be solved in isolation of the other.  In the papers to the Parliamentary Finance 

Committee it was suggested that the council should look to resolve the debt issue from 

its own reserves.  The council’s Executive Manager – Finance has provided additional 

detail on the level of reserves, showing in detail the breakdown of existing reserves 

across funds.  This shows that existing reserves are either committed for other 

purposes or are held by funds which cannot be applied to the HRA by statute. 

That would then leave the council’s 1800 tenants to shoulder the full debt burden of 

circa £41M.  The removal of the 2012/13 Housing Support Grant would equate to either 

a weekly rent increase of £8.13 (13%) or a reduction in the investment of the housing 

stock of £760k.  With commitments in relation to achieving the Scottish Housing Quality 

Standard and rents already second highest in Scotland the sustainability of the HRA is 

questionable. 

In addition it should be noted that, through efficient management of the HRA and the 

benefit of recent low interest rates, the council has reduced the debt from £60M to £40M 

over a fifteen year period. This has been assisted by the application of Housing Support 

Grant over time. Without some assistance, either transitional or ongoing, it is not 

possible for the HRA to continue to manage the debt downwards. It should also be 

noted that at current debt level an increase of 1% in interest rates would cost the HRA 

£450k, the equivalent of £4.80 per week on rents. 
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Shetland Islands Council is committed to providing a good service to its tenants and to 

respond positively to housing need in the area.  The council is also committed to 

positively pursuing government incentives and initiatives on investment in stock quality 

(SHQS), national target for removal of priority need for Homelessness and to address 

the future supply of housing.  With a waiting list regularly fluctuating between 800-1000 

applicants and approx. 260 homeless presentations there is considerable pressure on 

the housing service.  There are also additional pressures, costs and constraints in 

operating a housing service in a remote, island community. 

In order to plan effectively for the future, the council has in place a robust and credible 

Housing Need and Demand Assessment, an assessed and accepted Local Housing 

Strategy (2011-2016) [2] and has adopted a formal business plan approach to the future 

financial sustainability of the HRA. 

The withdrawal of Housing Support Grant (and the absence of any detail of transitional 

arrangements) combined with the history of our debt puts the council in a position where 

it has an historic debt burden falling directly on 1800 current tenants, with: 

 No scope to meet further investment in existing stock; 

 No scope to provide further new build to meet current overwhelming demand; 

 No option but to place excessive rent increases or investment reductions on 

tenants 

 

Whilst it may appear an inequality that the Shetland Islands Council is the only local 

authority to still receive Housing Support Grant, its abolition without addressing the 

historic debt would lead to a situation that would potentially create much greater 

inequalities for existing and potential future tenants of the council. 

 

 

 

[2 www.shetland.gov.uk/lhs/default.asp ] 

http://www.shetland.gov.uk/lhs/default.asp
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 Model the long term sustainability of the HRA over 30 years –
updated to Yr. 1 – 2012/13

 Highlight financial strengths & weaknesses

 Identify financial risks

 Scenario planning around;

 Housing Support Grant
 Capital Programme
 Housing Debt 
 Rents
 New Build
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 Inception & Data gathering

 Data analysis and consultation

 Housing Support Grant
 SHQS
 New Build / Innovation & Investment agenda
 Risks

 Review of existing model

 Establish Base Case model from 2012/13

 Scenarios and Sensitivity Analysis

 Risk Strategy

 Monitoring & Evaluation
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Key Indicators

 Mgmt. & Maint. - 16/26 @ 
£1,779 p. u.

 Super. & Mgmt. – 26/26 @ 
£415 p. u.

 Debt - £24k p. u. 
 Loan Charges – 1/26 @ 

£1,681 p. u. 
 SHQS – currently c. 1% 

elemental failure but c. 
500 properties could be 
exemptions due to non-
gas/SAP ratings

Drivers

 RTBs
 Interest Rates
 Interaction – Gen. Fund & 

HRA
 Pay Settlements
 Restructuring
 SHQS & Other Standards
 Procurement
 Inflation
 Legislation & Policy 

Development
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 Housing Support Grant – revised to £760k for modelling purposes
 Rents – current and increasing @ RPI + 0.5% p. a.
 RPI – 2.5% for 30 years
 Rent Loss – General Needs @ 1.8% - Sheltered @ 5%
 Housing Stock Loss – 11/12 @ 20 & 15 p. a. thereafter
 Gross RTB Proceeds - £50k p. u. increasing @ RPI
 Expenditure/Recharges – as at present increasing @ RPI + 0.5%
 R & R Fund (£7.9m) - investment income of £0.35m p. a.
 Capital Programme – per current 5 year programme to 2014/15 

then £2.5m p. a. thereafter – revised to take account of stock 
condition survey information and capital plan  + 10% add-ons for 
prelims etc.- subject to reduction in stock numbers

 Maintenance – as at present increasing @ RPI + 0.5%
 Housing Debt – £39.6m repayable over 39 years
 New Build – 30 units
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Debt Servicing 
Costs : Net Income

Yr 1 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 20 Yr 30 Comment

HSG @ £760k p a & R 
& R @ £7.9m/£350k

Total Net Debt (incl. 
New Build)

Debt p u

46%

£42m

£24k

53% 

£52m

£31k

59%

£55m

£34k

43%

£41m

£28k

20%

£16m

£12k

Peak is high 
but 

potentially 
workable -

cash 
balances of 
£15m build 
from Yr. 25 

on 

HSG @ £3m for 5 
years & & R & R @ 

£7.9m/£350k

Total Net Debt (incl. 
New Build)

Debt p u

46%

£43m

£24k

47%

£42m

£25k

53%

£43m

£27k

40%

£30m

£20k

9%

£8m

£6k

Peak is less 
and 

therefore 
potentially 

more 
manageable 

- cash 
balances of 
£18m build 
from Yr. 25 

on
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 The Shetland HRA is peculiar to that of other landlord Local 
Authorities

 A continuation of HSG at current levels is fundamental to 
maintain the current viability profile of the HRA

 An advancement of future HSG monies to improve both short-
term and long-term viability would likely be beneficial to both 
Scottish Government (via Treasury) and the Council

 The Repair & Renewal Fund – the basis of this fund moving 
forward will continue to be subject to review along with other 
such funds held by the Council. The current strategic approach 
will continue with regard to the use of this fund in the future 

 New Build Council housing is at very best marginal given current 
rents/build costs/grant availability and a  mix of additional 
grant/capital and increased rents is likely to be necessary to 
continue the current programme beyond 30 units
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 The Council should continue to develop its emerging relationships 
with Hjatland H A and the Private Sector to seek to maximise the 
opportunities available on Shetland for more mixed tenure new 
build housing

 Housing Debt – internal arrangements between the Council and its 
HRA are being placed on a formal long-term footing based on the 
modelling assumptions

 M ore positive - The Council is moving towards a more formal 
HRA business planning process and engage appropriately with 
Members, Officers and Tenants

 Financial modelling skills and the model itself are being upgraded 
to take account of the improvement that has been identified in this 
consultancy work as needing to be achieved at least in the short -
term
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 Rents – a formal review of rents (in consultation with tenants) 
would be welcomed to bring transparency and simplicity to 
future rent charging. The Council should then adopt a longer 
term view to charging rents by consulting and then adopting a 
longer-term rent policy

 The current stock condition survey information is fit for 
purpose at this time. It will be updated on a rolling basis over 
the next 5 years and will complement the new computer 
system which is in course of being installed to assist the 
Council with its future housing asset management 
requirements
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND REGENERATION COMMITTEE 
 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE (UNOCCUPIED PROPERTIES ETC.) 
(SCOTLAND) BILL 

 
SUBMISSION FROM SHETLAND TENANTS FORUM  

 
Housing Support Grant: 

Firstly we would like to say thank you for the invitation to attend and submit evidence 
on behalf of the Shetland Tenants Forum.  Shetland Tenants Forum was formed 
over 22 years ago and has been based here at our Water Lane, Lerwick office for 
the last12 years. We are the umbrella group for the 7 Associations we have 
scattered around the different areas of Shetland. 

The Housing Debt we have here in Shetland is not of the Shetland Tenants making, 
it is of the UK Government in the 1970’s putting pressure on the Shetland Islands 
Council to get the Oil Flowing through Sullom Voe Terminal, at whatever cost.  This 
consisted of building houses to house incoming workers, new roads, schools etc.    

We feel that to abolish the Housing Support Grant would be detrimental to the 
Shetland Tenants, as rents would have to rise and many tenants will not be able to 
pay a rent increase, this impacts on everything, house repairs, older tenants, working 
tax credit, lack of affordable housing. Yes we do realise we are the only Council in 
Scotland receiving HSG, but we are the only Council with a massive Housing Debt of 
approx. £40M due to the 1970’s Oil era.  While we realise the HSG is going to be 
withdrawn, something else has to be done about the Debt we have hanging over our 
heads through no fault of our own.  Several Governments have promised debt 
commutation, but no commitment has ever been made.  
Also you must remember living in a remote Island Community the cost of living is 
greater than on the mainland of Scotland. 

Our Council is not able to build houses at the moment as they have to service the 
debt first and foremost.  Here in Shetland we are in great need of one and two 
bedroomed properties for the younger people in our communities. 

We have been closely consulted and involved here at the STF to keep rents to a 
minimum increase over the last few years, but now feel our tenants are going to 
suffer severely if our HSG is abolished and the Debt is not reduced. 

We have consulted on this matter with the various Tenants Associations that we 
have in the surrounding areas of Shetland and you will find their comments on the 
next page.  We felt this was the fairest way to get the broader information from 
tenants across the Isles, not just here in the Lerwick area. 
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This is the Views of different Shetland Tenants Associations: 

The balance of Shetland life is under threat owing to the lack of houses, a waiting list 
of around 1000, someone has to bite the bullet and help pay towards servicing the 
housing debt that is the only way out of our dilemma.  If the HSG is stopped, rents 
will rise to an unaffordable level, this will lead to a spiral of rent arrears, eviction etc. 
 

While we appreciate cuts are on the cards, so is the paying off, of our debt, this 
needs to be addressed.  We feel that if the HSG is abolished then the tenants of 
Shetland have a bleak outlook, as the rents are going to rise sky high, then the 
chicken and egg situation comes into place yet again, why should todays tenants be 
paying for the debt.  
No new houses are being built by the local Council owing to them having to service 
the debt.  Our young people have no chance to get themselves on the housing 
ladder.  More tenants will use their right to buy, this reducing tenants paying rent. 
They are around 1000 people on the waiting list. 
 
 
To remove the Housing Support Grant completely is very disturbing. 
Shetland has a long historical housing debt not of current tenants making, already 
tenants pay one of the highest rents in Scotland to pay this debt and it is a constant 
burden which must be considered when setting budgets, not all the implication made 
in this proposed bill of Local Authorities behaving irresponsibly. 
The removal of the Housing Support Grant in Shetland would immediately increase 
the rents by £10.00 per week or more, something most folk in social housing could 
not afford to bear particularly in rural areas where the services and facilities are more 
sparse than in the main town. There is the danger that as more and more people 
would be unable to pay their rent, eviction would be inevitable and create a spiral of 
homelessness, etc. putting even more burden on the local authority housing 
department as there is not enough surplus housing or the funds to build more in the 
local budget. 
As chair I have consulted with other tenants in my group concerning this matter and 
all are agreed with the bill in general but not to withdraw the Housing Support Grant 
unless the ministers of this current government assist with the reduction of the 
considerable debt hanging over the tenants of Shetland Islands Council of which I 
am one. 
 
 
We feel that a reduction of the Housing Debt would be the way to go, and would 
strengthen the case for a more gradual phasing out of the HSG, e.g. over a period of 
three years at least, however our worst fear is that the tenants of Shetland will suffer.  
The prospect of an increase of £10 a week on the average rents will not be greeted 
favourably by tenants, especially those on low income; this will also impact on the 
right to buy. 
 
 
If they are going to stop the HSG then it should be done on a phased basis, and not 
affect the Tenants of Shetland by the rents having to be increased. 
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While we appreciate the HSG is on the cards to be withdrawn, this should be done 
over a five year period.  We do object to the Shetland Tenants being the people 
having their rents increased to cover the servicing of the debt.  This debt was not 
caused by us.  This was done to support the Oil Industry in the 1970’s, to benefit the 
Governments income.  Living in a remote island does increase the cost of living. The 
Central Belt of Scotland has a completely different way of life to anyone living on a 
Scottish Island.   Our young people have no incentive in applying for a house, just to 
be told, they will have a wait of probably up to five years.   
 
 
If the HSG is abolished this would, inevitably, result in a considerable increase in 
rents, probably in the region of £10 per week.  This will also cause Housing Benefit 
in Shetland to rise abruptly.  Shetland Tenants should not be penalised for this as it 
is not our fault we have a huge debt.  
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND REGENERATION COMMITTEE 
 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE (UNOCCUPIED PROPERTIES ETC.)  
(SCOTLAND) BILL 

 
SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH PROPERTY FEDERATION 

 

1. Thank you for inviting the Scottish Property Federation (SPF) to give written 
evidence on the Local Government Finance (Unoccupied Premises Etc) 
(Scotland) Bill.   We are happy for our comments to be made public. 

 
2. The Scottish Property Federation is a voice for the property industry in Scotland.  

We include among our members; property investors and developers, landlords of 
commercial and residential property, and professional property consultants and 
advisers.  We have some 120 corporate members.   

 
3. We remain deeply concerned at the proposals in the Bill to reduce rate relief for 

empty properties in Scotland.  We are convinced this is a serious mistake and will 
undermine competitiveness and incentives for investment in Scotland.  In our 
view the measure will have consequences that go far beyond the stated intention 
of seeking to reduce the numbers of empty shops in the high street.   

 
4. Our key concerns are: 
 

 We find no evidence that reducing rate relief will improve occupancy rates; 
 Reducing empty property rate relief will have unforeseen consequences for 

the market, including an increase in businesses being placed into 
administration; 

 We continue to fear that the additional cost impact on ratepayers will be 
higher than the published forecast figure of £18mn per annum; 

 That the impact on public sector ratepayers, pension funds and other 
investors is significant and undermines the attractiveness and 
competitiveness of Scotland as a place to invest in commercial property.  

 
5. Before proceeding with our detailed comments we would acknowledge that the 

reformed system will retain an important difference with England in terms of 
Scottish industrial premises being allowed to retain 100% empty property rates 
relief.   

 
Consequences of reduction of rate relief 
 
Reducing rate relief will create a perverse incentive to put businesses into 
administration 
 
6. The decision to all but remove empty property rate relief from offices and retail 

units in particular introduces, what is in our view, a perverse incentive to cause 
businesses to be put into administration.  We have been informed that the 
prospect of paying significant amounts of empty property rates will change lender 
behaviour as they will not wish to incur additional costs running into hundreds of 
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thousands or even millions of pounds in extreme circumstances.  We understand 
indeed that in certain large scale administrations south of the border that the 
impending increase in empty property rates was a significant factor.  In such 
circumstances where a lender places a business into administration the Scottish 
Government may actually ‘lose’ revenue from empty properties that may 
previously have been paying 50% of their nominal liability.  This is because 
properties in administration may well, with the appointment of the administrator, 
still be liable for business rates but in practice the collecting authority will only be 
one among a range of unsecured creditors and there will be no certainty of ever 
collecting the rates. 

 
Reducing empty property rate relief is a deterrent to development & major capital 
investment 
 
7. The prospect of paying increased amounts of vacant rates for new speculative 

commercial development is a significant deterrent to developers and investors in 
an already risk averse economy.  The increase of rates liabilities by a potential 
80% will have a major impact on project viability appraisals.  Securing pre-lets 
whereby a developer has already let a property before it is finished is of course 
the ideal outcome but this is extremely difficult to ensure.  Corporate occupiers 
wish to move into space quickly and do not like to await the development with all 
the risks of delay associated with the planning system and construction activities.   

 
8. As an example, for a typical 50,000 sq ft City Centre office building (in say 

Edinburgh or Glasgow) you would expect to account for an empty rates liability 
for a duration of 18-24 months in a typical viability appraisal, for which we 
estimate an annual liability (at 90% empty rates liability) of circa £600,000 
(totalling £0.9mn - £1.2mn). To put this into context the completed development 
would have a value of circa £22mn based on a rental value of £28 per sq ft and 
an investment yield of 6% for which a developer would expect a profit margin of 
circa 15% of development value or £3.3mn. On this basis the total empty rates 
liability equates to some 30% of the profit which as explained has a fundamental 
impact on viability. 
 

9. As economic growth returns it vital that the development sector is encouraged to 
supply the appropriate quality and quantity of property to support businesses.   
Charging almost full rates is a major deterrent to would be developers in a 
funding environment more risk averse and consequently reluctant to support real 
estate initiatives.   

 
Reducing empty rate relief does not improve occupancy rates 
 
10. The reduction of rate relief has been argued by some to be a necessary measure 

to force landlords to let properties at a lower rent.  This ignores the substantial 
and widespread incentives for tenants that have become a hallmark of the 
property markets for several years now.  Evidence shows that properties are 
vacant because of a lack of demand, driven by the recession and changing 
consumer behaviour (in relation to retail and the growth of online shopping).  In 
England retail vacancies stood at 3% in the year of the removal of empty property 
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rate relief.  Today that figure stands at 15% demonstrating that the policy has had 
no effective influence on occupation in the four years it has been in force and has 
consequently exacerbated the situation through increasing tax on struggling 
businesses and deterring investors through punitive empty property rates 
charges. 

 
11. There is also a concern that the loss of relief may cause certain properties to be 

rendered incapable of occupation or even demolished as evidenced when the 
policy was introduced in England.  This of course will not support the supply of 
commercial property and will actually reduce choice for businesses.   

 
12. There is a risk that the reduction of relief will also cause properties to be turned to 

other uses than they were originally intended for.  While we would accept that 
there will be a requirement in the future for many vacant shops for example to be 
turned to different uses, or indeed older secondary offices perhaps, the 
government will wish to ensure this process is controlled and does not result in 
an excess of non-business premises that changes the nature of a local area. 

 
13. There have been public comments that suggest a view that landlords are happy 

to allow empty premises to remain empty in order to ‘hold out’ for higher rents.  
We disagree with this perception.  Our members have reported considerable 
incentives being offered to tenants in order to secure their custom.  One recent 
anecdotal example reported by a member was for a five year lease with a three 
year rent free deal that was combined with a three year break clause!  This is not 
unusual in what has been established as a weak market for landlords.  In addition 
property owners are already paying a 50% rate for non industrial subjects – this is 
hardly an insignificant level of tax on premises that are producing no benefit for 
their owner. 

 
14. In addition little account has been taken of the problems landlords may have in 

terms of significantly reducing rents to incentivise take up of empty property.  The 
landlord may not have as much control as the Scottish Government may believe.  
Reductions in rental income and hence value may impact the capital value of 
their asset and in any case are very likely to require the approval of their lender 
before the property can be let.  Indeed if capital values do begin to be negatively 
influenced by falling rents then it is possible the landlord may breach his or her 
bank covenants and consequently become vulnerable to receivership.  

 
Concerns with the Scottish Government’s estimation of the cost of reducing 
relief to ratepayers 
 
15. The SPF has already indicated in both written and oral evidence to the Finance 

Committee that there will be considerable additional costs to its members with 
unforeseen consequences for the market, including an increase in businesses 
being placed into administration.   From the outset we have harboured concerns 
with the figure of £18mn in additional business rates being liable for ratepayers 
as a result of the proposed change in policy.  We identified a sample of some 
1,500 vacant properties that did not include industrial premises or premises 
thought to be eligible for the Small Business Bonus Scheme.  This sample 
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represents around 10% of the estimated total of vacant properties facing an 
increase in liability next April 2013 (should they remain vacant).  From this small 
sample of 10% of potentially affected properties we calculated a total of some 
£70mn of rateable value which would suggest an increased empty rates liability 
of just over £14mn.  Given the small size of the sample used we are concerned 
therefore that the cost of reducing the relief to ratepayers will be more than 
Ministers anticipate. 
 

16. Based on our own property data research we believe that certain assumptions 
may have been made in the government’s analysis about the interplay of empty 
property rate relief with other forms of rate relief and the movement of properties 
from 100% relief to 50% relief.  We believe that some of these assumptions may 
be challenged, for example in the sample we considered most properties had 
been vacant for some considerable time and we excluded very few from our 
calculations on the basis that they might be eligible for the small business bonus 
scheme. 
  

Significant costs for the public sector and investors 
 
17. Our analysis also began to examine who would be liable for the additional rates 

that would be incurred.  We have found some considerable costs from even this 
small sample for the public sector and a considerable impact for investors, 
including many pension funds (including public sector pension funds).  It should 
be remembered also that liabilities may well follow businesses, including smaller 
businesses, seeking to downsize or upsize if they cannot dispose of their former 
lease.  From this perspective the policy is something of an own goal as liabilities 
will also increase significantly for a number of public authorities including Scottish 
Enterprise, Dundee and Glasgow City Councils.  It must be a concern for these 
authorities that this cost will need to be balanced by cuts elsewhere in their 
budgets. 

 
Conclusion 
 
18. In summary we feel that the proposal to reduce empty property rates relief is 

based on a misconception of the market and will be a significant cost to 
businesses, the public sector and investors including in particular pension funds.  
The measure will be a significant and perverse incentive for lenders to place 
businesses into administration and will also undermine the attractiveness of 
Scotland as a place to invest in and build speculative commercial developments.   

 
19. The breadth of those within and beyond our membership who have criticised the 

proposal to reduce rate relief for empty properties is striking.  Lenders, investors, 
businesses, local authorities, corporate occupiers as well as developers and 
landlords have expressed their great concern at the consequences and costs of 
the policy of reducing rate relief for empty premises.  In addition our feedback 
from colleagues at the British Property Federation on the evidence of the policy in 
England is that there is growing political concern in some quarters at the 
consequences of the removal of empty property relief.   Vacancies remain high, 
development is low and in fact the estimated savings to the UK Government are 
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not as expected.  Even at this stage therefore we urge Scottish Ministers to think 
again about the practical consequences of reducing empty property rate relief 
which we believe amounts to an increase in tax on an extremely vulnerable 
market.   

 
20. The SPF would be pleased to explain its views further at the Committee’s 

convenience. 
 
 
 
 
David Melhuish 
Director 
dmelhuish@bpf.org.uk  
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Submission from Scottish Land and Estates 
 

Local Government Finance (Unoccupied Properties etc.) (Scotland) Bill 
 
General  

 Scottish Land & Estates is supportive of charging a Council Tax levy on long-
term empty homes only where it is part of a package of measures to bring 
such properties back into use.   

 It is important to ensure that the motivation for such a levy is not additional 
income generation for local authorities.   

 To penalise owners of properties that required renovation or were in the 
process of renovation would be nonsensical and potentially counter-
productive. 

 There must be flexibility of approach by local authorities, as well as advice and 
information for owners and incentives.  

 There must be proportionate levels of enforcement. 
 The general condition of the economy requires to be considered as part of the 

review of non-domestic rates. 
 We do not have comment to pass on the abolition of the Housing Support 

Grant. 
 
Response to specific issues 

 Council’s should be able to apply additional time-limited exemptions in certain 
circumstances. 

 There should be a duty on homeowners to inform their local authority where a 
home has been empty and unoccupied for 6 months. 

 There should remain a distinction between an empty home and a second 
home. 

 Long-term furnished and unfurnished properties ought to be treated the same. 
 Revenue raised should be used to provide or enable affordable housing 

supply through a variety of ways, including funding infrastructure costs for 
such provision, especially in rural areas. 

 
 
 
Scottish Land & Estates (formerly The Scottish Rural Property and Business 
Association) is a membership organisation, uniquely representing the interests of 
landowners and land managers in Scotland.  Our membership includes those who own 
farms, landed estates and rural businesses throughout Scotland, as well as 
professional firms who advise rural landowners.  Accordingly, Scottish Land & Estates 
and its membership are key stakeholders and therefore are pleased to take this 
opportunity to submit written evidence on the content of the Local Government Finance 
(Unoccupied Properties etc.) (Scotland) Bill. 
 
General comments: 
 
As a member of the Scottish Empty Homes Partnership, Scottish Land & Estates 
agrees in principle with the removal of the current Council Tax discount on long-term 
empty properties as part of a package of measures and that there should be the ability 
to charge an additional levy equivalent of up to 100% of the Council Tax on long-term 
empty homes, where such purposes meet clearly defined criteria.  However, it is 
important that local authorities are able identify local solutions to local problems and 
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are not mandated to follow a blanket approach.  Scottish Land & Estates does remain 
in favour of a sliding scale with a gradual increase to 100% over time. 
 
We are concerned about the possibility of some properties simply being raised to 
remove liability for this additional levy or for others to be made into self-catering 
properties.  Clearly neither result would make further housing stock available and in 
fact may make the letting of properties a less viable attraction for some owners thereby 
providing less affordable rented properties.  These concerns need to be addressed. 
 
On a practical level it requires to be borne in mind that abandoned houses in remote 
places will be caught by this additional levy  when due to their remoteness they are 
either not of interest to a prospective tenant or would be uneconomic to refurbish.  
There are significant costs involved in refurbishing certain properties and the taxation 
position can change dramatically dependent upon circumstances, for example a period 
of non-occupation for 3 years prior to re-letting reduces the applicable VAT from 20% to 
5%.  
 
It is paramount that in the desire to bring empty properties back into use, owners are 
not penalised where steps are already being taken in good faith to refurbish empty 
properties.  In fact, a wider package to incorporate incentives such as grants or loans to 
bring properties back into use and the provision of specific advice and information for 
owners of empty homes requires, to be part of the overall approach to empty properties 
in Scotland. 
 
Response to specific issues: 
 
It is recognised that local authorities may charge penalties of up to £200 where the 
owner either does not provide required information or provides false information.  This 
is an increase from the current £50 penalty which it is appreciated, may not be cost 
effective for a local authority to pursue.  Scottish Land and Estates agree with the need 
for a proportionate penalty.  It is important the sanction is appropriate.  
 
There is provision to enable some owners to claim a time limited exemption from the 
tax increase i.e. they would continue to pay council tax at a discounted rate of between 
10% and 50%.  This would be in addition to any existing time-limited exemptions the 
owner is eligible for and this would apply for instance after the six months period during 
which all homes classed as long term empty properties would be eligible for a council 
tax discount between 10% and 50%.  This is welcome, for instance the mandatory 
exemption from the tax increase for up to twelve months for owners who are proactively 
attempting to sell their home at a reasonable price.   
 
It is noted that the evidence justifying the exemption would be a matter for each local 
authority, and basic confirmation that property is on the market and a comparison of 
price with Home Report Valuation should be all that is required to avoid unnecessary 
costs or bureaucracy.  Any exemption system should be straightforward and not 
unnecessarily burdensome. 
 
Where a home is unfurnished and the local authority is satisfied that it is actively being 
marketed for sale, the owner may be exempt from Council Tax altogether for the first 
six months and then able to pay Council Tax at a discount rate for up to 18 months.  
Once empty for two years, the owner would become liable for any increase the local 
authority decided to impose. 
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In terms of commercial properties and non-domestic rates it is thought that the period of 
exemption should be extended (or the 50% relief left in place) where properties are 
being refurbished and those refurbishments include improved energy efficiency 
measures.   
 

A member of Scottish Land & Estates has illustrated the damage that was done to their 
small business, a rural business centre, particularly during these recessionary 
economic times, by levying non-domestic rates on empty commercial property. 

In rural areas there are much fewer opportunities to attract new tenants during a 
recession than there are in urban areas of high business activity. This is a simple 
numbers game.  Our member leased out office units which has been 90 - 100% full 
most of the time, ever since the early 1990s. 

They are responsible for paying the non-domestic rates on the boardroom which is 
rented out on an hourly basis to tenants. However, they normally qualify for small 
business rates discount up to 100% as they have less than £20,000 of rateable value 
space in Scotland (tenants pay their own rates). 

In summer 2011, one tenant went into administration and was then liquidated: 1 office 
vacant (and considerable expense required redecorating and re-carpeting – normally 
outgoing tenant’s responsibility).  In September 2011, a large tenant who rented 4 
offices at the Centre left to establish their own purpose built premises: 4 offices vacant.  
So our member ended up with 5 vacant offices (one since re-let in February 2012). 

After the 3 month “non-domestic rate” when a property first becomes vacant, the local 
authority began charging our member 50% of the normal rates payable on these 5 
offices. In addition, all the vacant offices become our member’s responsibility for non-
domestic rates and so they lost their Small Business Rates Relief. 

To put things in perspective, the average quarterly rent for each of the above-
mentioned 5 offices is £2,500 (£500 per month x 5 offices) = Total Rental Income lost 
£2,500 per month. 

The additional non-domestic rates they are currently paying per month (50% of full 
rates payable) add a cost to our member’s business of £1,000 per month.  The 
business receives a net negative impact from loss of rent, loss of small business rates 
relief and non-domestic rates obligations of £3,500 per month. 

In addition, as is standard with many rural and urban businesses, there are still 
considerable costs (Service Charges) to cover such as maintenance, alarm systems, 
external and emergency lighting, etc. The Business has to pick up the vacant units’ 
share of these (all costs are calculated on a square meterage of floor space basis). 
Clearly, they cannot increase the other tenants’ costs to cover vacant units’ share of 
service charges. When those costs are added in, that cannot be passed on when units 
are vacant, there is another cost per month of circa £500 to add into the equation. 

Total cost to our member’s business is therefore £4,000 per month (including lost rent).  
Excluding lost rent, the specific cost of vacant property non-domestic rates and lost 
Small Business Rates Relief equals £1,500 pcm.  
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Apart from the fact that there is less income coming in to cover the costs illustrated 
above, our real concern is that private, rural, estate-run businesses pay considerable 
charges for rubbish collection and cardboard & paper recycling collections. They often 
also have their own waste treatment system (septic tanks for each building) and so do 
not receive many services from their local authority. It is simply a local tax. They often 
pay Scottish Water for their water and all other utilities. 

In rural areas in particular there are therefore real concerns at present time in terms of 
the “costs of not doing business” culminated with the loss of rent already hitting 
business due to vacant offices.  

In fairness our member has indicated that the local valuations office acknowledges that 
these charges are “unfair” but they simply point out that they are following Scottish 
Government guidelines. 

Other Issues Not Covered by the Bill: 

Scottish Land & Estates wishes to make the following comments on other issues 
relating to unoccupied properties and Council Tax: 

Where there is a planning application to convert old housing into business premises 
there is very often an issue of deterioration in condition of the property which, because 
it is designated for complete change of use, makes it unrealistic to upgrade as an 
existing house or houses (e.g a Stable Block that may have several houses in it). 
 
Where the local authority is aware that planning application procedures have been 
instigated and an application made for the change of use involving considerable 
expense, it seems unrealistic and unreasonable to treat said empty housing which is 
empty due to deterioration of condition (in other words not fit for habitation) as a normal 
lettable empty property. 
 
We suggest that in such cases that local authorities be advised to establish the 
condition of the housing and also confirm the planning application process in order to 
“zero rate” the relevant house(s) for council tax. 50% empty property relief can still be 
very expensive when the property is clearly not going to be inhabited due to the change 
of use proposed. 

 

For further information or clarification on this written evidence, please contact 
 
Sarah-Jane Laing, Head of Policy 
Scottish Land & Estates 
Tel 0131 653 5400 
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